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Abstract

An application of a soliton theory methods to some nonlinear problems

in low and intermediate energies ( E ,,, 10- lOOMeV/nueleon ) nucleus -

nucleus collisions are presented.

Linear and nonlinear excitations of the nuclear density are investigated in

the framework of nuclear hydrodynamics.
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breakup of excited nuclear systems are considered from the points of view of

a soliton soncept.
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I. MOTIVATION

Nonlitlear dynamic phenomena in different complex systems are currently a topic of con-

siderable interest in modern physics. It is mainly caused by great progress in a development

of the methods to solve exactly nonlinear partial differential equations. A hole class of these

•equations admits solutions in a form of so-called solitary waves- solitons.

This report is devoted to nonlinear problems in low and intermediate energies (E ,-,

10- !oomev/nucleon)[1] nucleus-nucleus collisions, t

Nonlinear excitations in nonrelativistic nuclear systems are of interest for the following

reasons. Nuclear oscillations of many types are observed and studied both experimentally

and theoretically. They are pair vibrations, multypole surface, volume, spin-isospin and

others. The development of heavy ion physics gives us possibility to study the structure of

nuclear matter not only near the ground state, but the large amplitude collective motion

(high excited states, large spin excitc.tions, super- and gyper-defGrmed states).

Experimental studies of heavy ion reaction stimulate the great interest in nonlinear

dynamical phenomena and seem to reveal the existence of new exotic modes of motion in

nuclear systems. The possibilities of occurrences of shock waves [3],[4],soliton,,quantum

shock waives [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] bubbiez [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], disks [15], [16], rings [17],

[18], [13] were pointed out.

The large amplitude collective phenomena in nuclear systems is an extremely challenging

intellectual problem. The Schr6dinger equation is linear in many-body wave function, but

one is not able to solve it. Any reduced description in a restricted space of collective degrees of

freedom inevitably leads to a nonlinear problem. It gives us possibility to use a mathematical •

methods of a soliton theory, a Many of them are unhabitual for a traditional theoretical

iFor a review of the soliton concepts in relativistic nuclear and particle physics (nonlinear field

theory, chirM soliton_, nonlinear string_ etc.) sty,, for exa|nple, [2] and ref_. therein.

2l"or a last decade hi,tory of a _oliton coa('el_t in n_)nrehdivistic nuclear I)hysic_;see r_,viewIll
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physics. There is tile intrinsic interest in finding new solutions to familiar equations, partially

solutions which cannot be found by perturbation theory about equilibrium states. Finally,

there should be excitations similar to tile ones in radiophysics, plasma, neutron stars etc.

The present report is organized as follows. In Sect. II hydrodinamical representation for

a nuclear ltamiltonian is presented shortly. In Sect. III irrotational flow motion (linear and

nonlinear oscillations of a nuclear density) are studied. A pure vortical flux (a nonlinear

plain nuclear vortex) is analyzed in Sect. IV. A clusterization phenomena in a breakup of

excited nuclear systems are considered in Sect. V. Sect. VI is a short summary.



II. IIYDRODYNAMIC REPRESENTATION FOR IIAMILTONIAN

Let us start with the general llamiltonian for a system of A idcntical spinless and isospin-
'

less nucleons

=h_
ft 2ra /d3xV¢+(x)V_(z) . /d_=d3y_+C_)_(z)ucx - Y)_+(Y)_(Y)' (1)

where the nucleon fields ¢+(x), _(x) satisfy canonical anticommutation relations

{,I,+(,,,),_'Cv))+- 6(_- y).

The kinetic energy tensor operator

_"(_) = 0%--_ _* (_)_-7_.*(_)
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if 7_,(=',')aY,_(=)l= 2.+ih{_3'(=)°.+_3_(u))+° (5)

As faras thecollcctivedegreesof freedom (/3(z))k(_))is concerned the following expression

[191
m 2 1,,_l 0 ,, 0 .

satisfy F_,qs.(5) as well. Finally Hamiltonian (1) is equivalent to the following hydrodynam-

ical expression

m

in a view of the equations of motion ( 3 a- 5) for the operators _(a_) jk(z).

The equations of motion (3, 4) for operators _(a:, t) j(z, t) are just formally continuity

and Euler type operator equations

_7+ = 0, (7)

0jk s O ^
+o--7=- _ _-__(J"_-'-_"- P'")" (s)n=l

where/5,.(z, i) is a pressure tensor operator.

The kinematical integrals of motion are a number of particles A, a total linear momentum

P and a total angular momentum L

In classical hydrodynamics, the fundamental dynamical variables are p(z) and a fluid

velocity v(z). We shall use the following symmetrized velocity operator form

= _l_(_)_(_)+_(_)_(_)l. (9)j(+)

to anticipate a transitio, to quantum mechanic,. The concept of a velocity for a system

of partich:, i,I <lua.tu_, mccl_a.i<'.s is .ot w<'ll d<'fi,l<'<la,i ol,servahh, a.s a <:urr<mt<l<;nsity
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because of the following reasons. One reason is that velocity is in general not a canonical

variable. The other, which is more important, is that j(z) and p(a:) are related by a particles

conservation law a.s expressed in form of a continuity equation. We found that relation (9)

is tile most flexible one and defers to make use of an inverse density operator until a last

stage.

Following the ltelmholtz theorem one can decompose operator vector field in into a sum

of potential and solenoidal operator fields. Using this theorem one can cast 6(z) in the form

6(z ) = V_(z)+ togA(a:) (10)

where vector operator field )i(x) satisfies the gauge condition dive4 = O.

A velocity potential operator I201 _(_)_cduce_ commutation relations (2) to canonical

ones

[_(x),_(y]- _(z- y), [_(z),_(vl- o, [_(-),_(vl- o. (11)

At the present time a nonlinear quantum-mechanical description of the nuclear systems

is not yet constructed and one can not derive a general solution of the nonlinear operator

Bqs. (2, 3) (7, 8). We present only semi-classical solutions and linearized quantum ones.

A. Nonlinear Schrfdinger Equation

In a semiclassical limit Pats. (7, 8) can be reduced for irrotational flow motion (10) to a

nonlinear Schrfdinger equation [8]

ih_ = h2 /f£[Iu 121-2---_Au+61ul2 u
(12)

where a local density and velocity potential are given by

p(_,t)=1,(_, t)I_, ¢(_,t)= (h/,,,),,,.g,,{x,t). (13)

A functional derivative of an effective interaction 6£[p]/bp defines completely a nonlinearity

type of Eqs. (12, 13). it is co.w.nient to use a I,opular effcctiw. Skyrme interactio, [21] and

to provide a,i obvious r,,=lor,italizatiolt
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/ _'_d'_p(=)u(=- v)p(v)_ / d"_E[p(=)] ()4)

m _ ,),"- (m-' + (3l,+ St,)pN/81e_)-'

h2 h2'} :_ h2 PN (91, -- 512)8--__ 8m = 8m + 6-4

3 2 i__/3p3C[p]_ _tog+

where #N is the nuclear matter density and 1o, II, t2, t3 are parameters of the Skyrme forces.

Such a schematic density-dependent interaction is successfully used in Hartree-Pock cal-

culations [22], [23] and in different dynamical approaches [24]. In the case of these forces

(14) we shall use the followingscale transformation [8]

=- (_,7/,-,:.),,,. t _=(,-,c,:,V2h),-. (15)

g(z,t)= pn_b (_,'I"). (16)

wherec,isthesoundvelocityinnuclearmatter

, ] ,,s'(_:/p)
_.-=t_p _ I,=,,,)'/' (]7)

and we shall derive the dimensionless form of Eq. (12)

.a,_ I_ I''E_'r=-A'¢'-41¢ ' ¢'+31¢' ¢' (18)

Selecting suitable initial and boundary conditions one can use nonlinear Schr6dingerequa-

tion (NOSE) (18), besides other semiclassical methods (TDIIF, the dynamical Thomas-

Fermi theory etc.) to analyze dynamical phenomena in heavy ion collisions.

The scale transformation(1,5,16) gives us a convenient set of dimensional multipliers: an

effective wave length energyand density It gives us the opportunities to distinguish between

the general propertiesof the system (defined by the type of interaction) and scale effects

(defined by parametersof interaction).

After the scale transformatio. (15, 16) a .uch:ar substance is eq.ivale.t to other nonlin-

(:,,,-,,,,,di,_(.,,,,)i,t_,),1,,.,,,,,,,.t(:.)(,v(,Svi,,_.,;,.,:,,,.,li,,__,t,,NOSE(18),/,'- ,/,'12._l,12(;I,1271.

7
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B. Solitary type solutions

Tile solitary type solutions of tile nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (18) takes a usual form

_bo(X', r) - _o(r)exp(i(A - v'2/2)r + irv'+ _o)

I t /

where r = x - v r - to, The parameters to, a0, v are the evident ones. A parameter _ is

defined by a nucleon number

/ 1Tt*Ce )3a =p,_t--_ /d_o_) _ {_9)
A function _b0(r) is a solution of the nonlinear equation

A_'_o- _'_o+ 4'_o_ - 3,_o_ = 0 (20)

under the following boundary condition

0_o,_o(oo)= -bT(o_)= (o)---o. (21)

We have shown [8] the nodeless spherical symmetric soliton - type solutions describe well the

main properties of a nuclear density in a ground state. A first nonlinear excitation (nodal

isomer state) is unstable and has a rather large excitation energy ( E" ,,, lOMeV/nudeon )

[81.
We have derived the following one-dimensional solutions [8] i) soliton like solutions,

describing nuclear _slabs_; ii) periodic nonlinear oscillationsSions (analogue to _cnoidal _-

type waves in plasma; iii) a small amplitude nonlinear wave (subsonic _hole_-like localized

pulse); iv) exact solutions under nonvanishing boundary conditions ("kinks, "holes")

The detail analysis the solutions above are presented in refs. [8], [9].

C. Nuclear Density Oscillations

A linearization of a Nonlincar Schrf_inger equation around a one-soliton solution

I/,(r, r)= 1/,o(r),,-'x' -Lf(r)c '(_-x)' q ,q'(r)c -'(_xl"

8



where f(r),g(r) << ¢,o(r) gives us Random Phase Approximation type equations for a

quantum vibrations (isoscalar giant resonances)

#(_)--po(_)+*b(_) po(_)= PN_o(')_

Operators 6# 6 are expanded in terms of the boson creation bj_ and annihilation bj operators

[bj,b,+]= 6j,, Ibm,b,]= 0, Ibm,b,+1= 0. (22)

,;_(,,:)= -'/',_'_' (,.)(0_+bj) (23)
J

ilt p-ll2(m'c, )312b_ltr__(_)=_ _ _ 0, ,_fi(,.)(_+-bj) (241./

, , [ , m'c,,a/_e, ,
_9j(r)fj(r ) -- 5(r - r ), J dOrffj(r)f,(,) - 6jr, lf(m - II) = (T_ I o(z -- IV'),i

(25)

The frequencies of the oscillations f/h "4 Ej hw,ib+bj + const

rio.,./-(m'c,2/2)ftj (20)

and amplitudes gj(r) f_(r) can be found from the following system of equations

A rather complicate task is to solve Eqs. (27, 28) simultaneously with Eqs. (20, 21) for an

equilibrium density and the relations of orthonormalization (25). A numerical realization

of this scheme leads to some problems of computation. We have suggested two different

approaches to derive bound states of a quantum mechanical system of two connected second

order differential equations (27,28). The first one is based on the core-spline method [28].

Tile second approach (I'SE) [20], [301used a separabelization procedure of tile effective

potentials Eqs. (27,28). Only conti,uum eigcnvalues were derived. These states describe

colh'ctiw: decay modes a.d a partich, cr_lissi,m.
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III. NONLINEAR VORTEX

A. General discussion

Rotating states were always in tile focus of attention of theoretical and experimental

physics. High spin states arc the most popular type of the vortical motion in nuclear

systems, but far from being the only possible one. Many attempts were undertaken to

find topological nontrivial vortical states. Special attention has been paid to find stable

vortical objects. Vortical isomer nuclei were supposed to exist [31], [32] (the superconducting

component of the nuclear fluid with tile quantum curl was oriented along the symmetry axe

of a rotating drop). The approximate solutions to describe stable vortexes were obtained

in the framework of the liquid drop model. In the first case, the solutions corresponded to

the "hot spot" emerging in peripheral collisions [33]. In the second case, the soliton type

solutions on a nuclear surface were associated with a cluster type configuration [34]. The

analogy with the admixture electrons and positrons in dense gasses [17], [18] allows us to

suppose the existence of vortical "rings" on admixture hadrons in nuclear systems.

Recently, nuclear theory has predicted the formation of the new very exotic objects, such

as "disks" [15], [16] unstable hollow "bubbles" and "rings" [14], which decay by intermediate

mass emission.

In this section, we analyze the pure vortical motion excluding the usual approximation

on smallness of the excitation amplitude and the additional assumptions on the shape of the

nuclear system.

B. Basic equations

We use the semiclassicai nuclear hydrodynamics [8] based on the current _ and density

/i algebra and hydrodynamic r('prese,itatioa for the nuclear hamiltonian, which is equivalent

in view of the equations of motion for ._ and/i to the initial hamiltonian. Gradient tcnns

of tll,' "l)r('ssure" drol) ()tit fml,i ill,. ,'(itlatio,ls of ,,mti-,, ii, s(.paratillg the c.rl co,,ll)O,i,:i,t

I0



'" of the velocity field and the equation of motion for rotv is formally reduced to the pure

kinematic form, at least for the Skyrme type forces.

For an incompressible (p = po) nuclear vortical flow it is convenient to turn to the vector

potential A

v = rodA, divA = 0 and vorticity _ = rotv = -AA

0 0 vlO(-__+ __ _+ .-;-_ = o.

Here we restrict ourselves to the simplest rotational flow, two-dimensional motion t_(r, ¢_)=

Vrer 4;"OCje.,

A = Ae, {_= _e,, where (r, _) are polar coordinates of a point.

The velocity projections v,, v. can be determined by differentiating A(r, if) with respect

to r and _: v,(r, _) = r -l#a/&b, v.(r, _) = -aA/Or. The current function A(r, _b)can

be derived with the help of the two-dimensional Green function for the Laplace operator

A(r, _) = (2x) -x f d_b'dr°r' Ln(Ir - r' I)¢("',_').
Let us consider a two-dimensional analog of the nuclear "disks" - plain nuclear vortexes

- a new type of a pure vortical state of incompressible nuclear matter [16]. They are the

finite areas of _he constant vorticity on a plane ((r, _, t) = _0, within the uniform-rotating

contour F(r, _) = r -- R(_) = 0. These states can be considered as the generalization of the

elliptic Kirchhoff vortex [35]. The dynamical condition on the contour (n-v) = (n. re) and

a normal bboxtor n are given by

n= [VF'-'-'_aVF= a(e, - S(_)e.) (1 + S(_)') -'1'

dR 1 dR 1 dR

a_ + _,- _.(-_) = o, s(_)._R dcb"

where f_ is an angular :elocity of the uniform-rotation of the contour, and ¢ = :1:1defines

tl,e orientation of the contour.

Finally, the equation for the vortex boundary may be cast into the form of tl,e one-

divvl,.vlsiov,al,l,_vllinc,arintcgro-(lifferential equation

II



• 27rf_dlt r'
:,o d_ - I2°"d¢"it(4')l"(Ir- I)[(l+ S(_)S(_'))xsin(4'-_)+(S(4)- S(_'))cos(_'-_)]. (29)

C. Main features of nonlinear nuclear vortex.

For a quantitative analysis of Eq. (29) it is necessary to build its discrete analogue.

Such investigations are in progress. In this report, we restrict ourselves to the qualitative

analysis, which can be done by analogy with the well known elliptic Kirchhofl vortex and

the solution for small perturbations of the circle [35].

(i) Despite the internal part of the vortex is rotating with a constant angular velocity,

this motion differs from the motion of a rigid body because the contour is rotating with a

different velocity, more slowly.

The small rotationless perturbation of a circle

6XCr,¢) = _(¢ol2)_(rlRo)' _osCt_- wt),

where I is an integer, gives us the following contour equation R(¢) = R0(1 + acos(l¢ -wt))

(for tr <<R0). So the small perturbation given by trigonometrical functions, is a crimp

moving along the circle vortex with the angular velocity fl = taft = (1- 1)6/21. At I = 2

the perturbed shape is an ellipse, rotating around its center with the angular velocity _0/4,

that is half the velocityof the fluid inside the contour. Perturbations of the higher symmetry

1 >_3 are rotating still slower.

(ii) The contour velocity depends on the symmetry of a perturbation and the solutions

may be classifiedby the parameter I = 2, 3, 4..., or the symmetry relative to the turn by the

angle 21r/I. These vortexes are the two-dimensional analog of the rotating nuclear systems,

which have stable quadrupolc, octupole, hexadecupole deformation respectively.

(iii) The fixed ratio n/_0 and the symmetry of states definecompletely the shape of the

conto, r (for instance, for the elliptic vortex its eccentricity fl/_0 = t(l + ()-2).

Eq. (29) together with the definition of the velocity fields describes tl,e motion of the

co,_to,,r a._tll_,prol_agatiollof a nonlin,,ar dislwrsion wave on a plane. At the beginning,

12



the moving contour will be inevitably distorted, llowevcr, if this state is stable, then tile

interference between the nonlinearity and the dispersion will lead to tile return of the initial

contour shape. If one could prove the existence of these states, then these vortexes will bc

an analogue of the solitons on a plane.

(iv) The bifurcation parameter f//(0 determines the stability of a vortex. The integrals

of motion are the square of the "disk" which is a two-dimensional analogue of the particle

number, and the circulation of the vortex defined by _0. If the contour motion is unsta-

ble, one may expect the disintegration of the "disk" into the separate rotating vortexes

(two-dimensional analog of the rotating intermediate mass fragments) and into the vortex

filaments.

It is interesting to analyse a three-dimensional finite vortex (a disk is the simplest axially

symmetrical generelization of a plain vortex). Recently [15], the collisions of two nearly

symmetrical heavy ions have been simulated by the BNV equation. During a collision process

a nuclear "disk" was formed and developed due to the side-squeezing of nuclear matter

whose thickness decreased and whose diameter increased monotonically with bombarding

energy. If the "disk" became thin, it broke up into several fragments of a size commensurate

With the thii:kness of the "disk". So the "disk" stability problem is connected with the

multifragmentation.

IV. INVERSE METHODS AND NUCLEAR BREAKUP

The formation and breakup of a highly excited and compressed nuclear system is the

most striking process observed in intermediate-energy heavy ion reactions. How does such a

system expand and finally disassemble when passing through a regime of dynamical instabil-

ities? What is the mechanism of the clustering (stable light and intermediate mass fragment

production)? Quite a variety of models have been developed to discuss this question (see

rcfs. iv, 115l, {14l). I,, this section, we sl,all consid('r (clt,sterization l)hcno,nc,,a) from tim

s()lit(m coll,'el)t p(fints of view [:lfi].

13
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t "t _t11,(.existence of solitary wavcs is determined by two esscntial factors, ,,amcly, nonlin-

earity and dispersion. Both the factors, which are responsible for tile stability of a wave, are

connected in their turn with two different types of instability. A localized pulse will tend

to spread out due to dispersion terms of tile equations of motion. The nonlinearity which

is responsible for the formation of solitary waves, on the other hand, automatically leads to

their destruction, if it is alone. Both instabitities may compensate each other and lead to

stable solutions (solitons).

Let us look from these points of view at multifragmentation phenomena. Ten years ago

multifragmentation has been associated with the onset of the spinodal instability [37]. This

instability is associated with the transit of a homogeneous fluid across a domain of negative

pressure, which leads to its breaking up into droplets of denser liquid embedded in a lower

density vapor. Since the spinodal instability can occur in an infinite system, it can be called

the bulk or volume instability. On the other hand, it physically means that pressure depends

on density, that is just a nonlinearity in terms of density.

Recently [15], it has been pointed out that a new kind of instability (sheet instability)

may play an important role in multifragmentation. This new instability can be assigned to

the class of surface instabilities of the Rayleigh-Taylor kind [38]. System escapes from the

high surface energy of the intermediate complex by breaking up into a number of spherical

fragments with less overall surface. At the same time, it physically means the existence of

the gradient terms of the equations of motion, i.e the dispersion.

Let us present this clear physical picture in the framework of a simple analytical model

proposed to describe the time evolution of compressed nuclear systems [39],[40].

A. Basic equations

h complete q,antum - mechanical description of a colliding nuclear systems is not yet

constructed. The Schr6ding_'rcql,ation is linear in n_tclcarmany-body waw;ft,,,ction, but

we arc ,l(_tal)h, t,J solve it. The rc,luc(,(I(h.s('ril)l,i(min a tr,l.catcd spar,. ,)f ,'oll('ctiw'd(:grc(:s

14
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of freedom inevitably leads to nonlinear problem.

Both classical (hydrodynamics) and semicla.ssicai (time dependent llartree-Fock

(TDIIF), temperature dependent llartrcc - Fock, the dynamical Thomas - Fermi theory,

the Boltzmann - Nordheim -Vlasov (BNV) or Botzmann - Ueling- Uhlenbeck (BUU)) equa-

tions are used now to simulate numerically a breakup phase in heavy ion collisions. All of

tht.'n are based on a supposition that at the later stage, when hard collisions are nearly over,

the created excitation evolves according to the mean-field description.

At the same time, an analysis of stability of nonlinear dynamical systems and an analysis

of nonlinear evolution of initial complex states is a traditional goal of Soliton Theory. The

inverse methods to integrate nonlinear evolution equations are often more effective than a

direct numerical integration. Let us demonstrate this statement for a very simple case.

The type of systems under our consideration are uncharged slabs of nuclear matter [24J.

These slabs are finite in the z coordinate and infinite and homogeneous in two transverse

directions.

The basic equations for the static mean-field description of the slabs are the"following

1

ffk.,,,(z ) = -._b.( z)ezp( ik ±r"),

+ e,,,

tf2 an

No

p(-) = (30)
n-'-I

No

A ==_ .,4 = (6Ap_/x)'13= y] a,,,
n=l

2m

where r _=(z,_/),k_ - (l'_,kv), and fl is tlje transverse normalization area. N(No) is the

total nullllwr (tlw nllluiwr of occulficd) boulld orbitals.

15



The dynamical description will be done in tile framework of the inverse mean field

method. One carl found the details of this approach in [41]. We concentrate here only

on essentials.

The evolution of a system is given by the famous hydrodynamical Korteweg-de Vries

equation (KdV) for the mean-field potential U(z,t)

N OU = 6U OU h20aU (31)
_] a(S.t) T_ - "2maz_'n:l

where S,_ are constants which are determined by the initial conditions.

General solution of KdV Eq. (31) can be derived in principle via direct methods nu-

merically. This way is to assign a functional of interaction £ (as usual an effective density

dependent Skyrme force), a total number of particles (or a thickness of a slab .A) and to

solve Hartree-Fock equations to derive a spectrum of the single particle states e. and wave

functions _,,(z,0), the density profile p(z,O) and the one-body potential U(z,O) for the ini-

tial compressed nucleus. Then, one calculate an evolution of the one-body potential with

the help of F_,q.(31).

tlowever, there is an inverse method to solve KdV Eq. (31). The main advantage of this

way is to reduce the solution of the nonlinear KdV Eq. (31) to the solution of the linear

Schr&linger - type equation

ti, d2
2mdz2_(z,t) + U(z,t)_(z,t) = en_n(z,t), (32)

and linear integral Gelfand - Levitan - Marchenko equation to derive the function K(z, y)

//y)+ +y)+ n(y+ - 0. (33I

The kernel B is determined by the reflection coetlidents R(k)(ek = liZk2/2m) and by the N

bound state eigenvalues e,, = -£_2_/2m)

N 1i f,B(z) = __, 6"_(_) + - R(k)exp(ikz)d£'.
,1=1 R" oo

The coefficients C, are uniquely specified by the boundary conditions

C,(_,, ) - li_,d,#,,,(z),,xt,(_,,z),

16
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and tile wanted single particle potential is given by

h 2 a

U(z,l) = m az K(z'z)"

Tile time t is included in Eqs. (32,33) only as a parameter, so it has been omitted in tile

above formulas.

The general solution, U(z,t), should naturally contain both, contributions due to the

continuum of the spectrum and to its discrete part. There is no way to obtain the general

solution U(z, t) in a closed form. Eqs. (32,33) have to be solved only numerically.

However in the case of reflectless (R(k) = 0) symmetrical (U(-z, O) = U(z, 0)) potentials

one can derive the following basic relations

V(z,t) = h2 82m c9z2In(detllMII) = -2ti---_2_ ,c.tb_(z,t),m n=l

N

X.(z,t) = G.(x,,)ezp(-_.z + 2tJm_$.t/m)), (34)

M.t(z,t) = 6., + A.(z,t)At(z,t),
_n + tel

'' .I#n Kn --

So, the wave functions, potential and the density profile are completely defined by the bound

state eigenvaiues. The first step is to solve the Schr6dinger Eq. (32) for,the initial potential

U(z,0), which is suitable to simulate compressed nuclear system or to simulate this state

with the help of spectrum. Then one calculates the evolution of p(z,f) and U(z, t) with the

help of F.,qs. (34).

B. Three-level system

Although there is definitely some progress in the application of the inverse methods to

nuclear physics they are not yet too popular. As illustration of these methods, we con-

sider a one-dimensional three-level system in detail. A thr(_-Ievel system may be useful for

modelling the cvolutio, of ligltt nuclei, for i_lstancc, of oxyg,'n [42].
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Let us present the main formulas to calculate wave functions of a three-level system

K3 > K2 > K t

¢,(z, t) = {2tctf_-z._t )(_-a_ )) t/2D-'(z, t),,,,_,,,,_,-,,,

x (oh(6+6)-(_)ch(_-6))
x K3 -- K1 1

¢,(z, t) = (2t;'(_-z_i](_)) ']'D-'(z't)-,,,-,,' -- -s-,,2

x (_h(_+ 6)- ("-_-_)_h(_-6)),
K3 --KI

Cs(z,t) =.(2,+_('_+'+_r"'+"))'/'D-'(.,_).,,+_.,..., _.,

x (oh(6+6) - (.,_,,,),_h(6- 6)),

- _-_+_-_-_)_h((_+6 6)

(.,_.,)(.+_._)_h(6+6 - _) + (.,_., )(.,_.,)_h(6+ 6 - 6),

l:.(z,t) E k.z - 21i+K_S.t/m n = 1,2,3.

The asymptotic behavior of the wave functions and the mean - field potential have the

following form (_,, is fixed)

lim t/,k = 6k.v/_.sech(_. - _),t-..*oo

_2K2 _
limU(z,t) = - '" seth+(++.- _),
t-..+oo

fi.'-+"0.
k=l Kn "t" Kk m#n Kn -- gm

So, for large z and t the time - dependent one - body potential and the corresponding density

distributions are represented by a set of stable solitary waves. The energy spectrum of an

initially compressed system completely determines widths, velocities and the phase shifts of

the solitons.

The numl)er of waves is equal to tim number of occupied bound orl)itals. Thickness

('nt|ltlh<:r' of l)arti<:l('s) of an n - wave is e<lual to a,,.



" Reflecting terms (ll(k) ¢ _) of U(z,l) cause ripi, les (oscillating waves of a small ampli-

tude) in addition to the solitons in the final state.

The initially compressed system expands so that for large times one can observe separate

density solitons and ripples ('emissions'). This picture is in accordance with the TDIIF

simulation of the time evolution of a compressed O 16nucleus [42]. The disassembly shows

collective flow and clusterization. It is important to note that the clusterization was not

observed in the absence of the self-consistent mean-field potential, i.e this confirmes our

supposition that the nonlinearity is very important for the clustering.

It is necessary to note that the present model is primitive in order to describe a real

breakup process. However this model can be used to illustrate an inverse mean-field method

scheme, a nonlinear principle of superposition and the idea that nonlinearity and dispersion

terms of the evolution equation can lead to clusterization in the final channel.

V. SUMMARY

An application of a soliton theory methods to some nonlinear problems of nonrelativistic

nuclear physics is presented. More in details we have shown results on hydrodynamics, the

fiaost popular approach to complex systems. We use semiclassical nuclear hydrodynami.cs

based on the current 3 and density _algebra and hydrodynamic representation for a nuclear

hamiltonian, which is equivalent in view of the equations of motion for ._ and _ to the initial

hamiltonian. Therefore the equations of motion for ._ and _ are formally the same as for an

ideal fluid• However there are the questions on the physical sense solutions derived and on

the coupling of the collective hydrodynamical degrees of freedom with the other "internal"

degrees of freedom. Tile answers may be found while analysing concrete solutions.

!, a semiclassical limit the main eql,ations of the nuclear hydrodinamics have been re-

duced to the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation for irrotational flow motion. The nodeless

spherical symmetrical soliton-type solutions describe well the main properties of a nuclear

density in a ground state. It is Imi,ted out that there I_lay exist a nodal isomer state (a
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"' first tlolllinear excitation)of tile nuclear density. The following analitical onc-(limellsional

solutions: solitou-likc solutions (describing nuclear "slabs"); periodical nonlinear osciila-

tion:_ (analogue to "cnoidal'-typc waves in plasma); a small amplitudc nonlinear wave (sub-

sonic "hole'-like localized pulse); exact solutions under nonvanishing boundary conditions

("kinks", "holes") ]lave been derived.

The basic equations for the nonlinear nuclear vortical "disks" have been constructed. The

evolution of the shape of the vortex is analogous to the propagation of a nonlinear dispersion

wave in a plane. A qualitative analysis of the main features of the vortex are done.

It is shown the monopole isoscalar density giant resonances can be considered as the lin-

earized soliton oscillations.

The problem of dynamical instability and clusterization (stable fragments formation) in

a breakup of excited nuclear systems are considered from the points of view of the soliton

concept.

It is noted that the volume (spinodal) instability can be associated with nonlinear terms,

and the surface (Rayleigh-Taylor type) instability, with the dispersion terms in the evolution

equations. The simple analytical model is presented to describe the time evolution of the

cold compressed nuclear systems in the framework of the inverse mean-field method. It is

demonstrated that the nonlinearity and dispersion terms of the evolution equations can lead

•to clusterization in the final channel.
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